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This publication is in copyright. Subject to statutory exception and to the provisions of relevant collective licensing agreements, no reproduction of any part may take place without the written permission of Cambridge University Press. contained within the myths; pictorial versions are degraded to a secondary role as the result of simple transference from one medium to another. A depiction on a temple or a vase is thus relegated to the status of a mere visual illustration of a literary account of a myth. A consequence of this 'philological' study of ancient mythology is that, in essence, pictorial representations are only used when an image can help 'complete' a literary account that is preserved solely in fragmentary form. Interestingly, the approach also characterises the early archaeological study of myths. The founder of this school, Carl Robert, was the first to systematically investigate the peculiarities of the pictorial medium in his two great works, Bild und Lied. Archäologische Beiträge zur Geschichte der griechischen Heldensage (Berlin 1881) and Archäologische Hermeneutik (Berlin 1919), yet he did not address the question of the degree to which the visual representations of Greek myths convey a meaning and significance of their own, one that is distinct from the literary versions.
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Since then, however, there has been a fundamental change of perspective. In recent research on the forms and effects of communication, it is now commonly accepted that in addition to verbally conducted discourse, there is also a 'discourse of images', meaning that in every field of human activitycultural, political or economic -different types of expression and message are closely bound to a complex use of visual media. This is as true for antiquity as it is today. The best example is Greek drama. One may analyse a tragedy by Sophocles or Euripides solely on the basis of the preserved text. The audience at a production in Classical Athens, however, did not engage just with the pure text and its intellectual possibilities; but rather subjected themselves to a whole range of additional acoustic and visual effects, with whose help the (almost exclusively mythological) subject-matter was performed.
The study of the ancient imagery of Greek myths has also benefited from the general tendency towards a holistic approach to ancient culture. That the scholarly study of images of Greek myths is, however, still striving to reach a consensus on basic methodological principles is evident from three recent publications. Susan Woodford's Images of Myths in Classical Antiquity This present introductory text is the first to focus solely on the contextual meaning of images of Greeks myths. It thus complements not only the publications just cited, but also the various works of reference which categorise myths in chronological or cyclic order so as to provide an overview of the surviving representations in the various types of monuments (see the Guide to further reading). Like any introduction to a broad field of research in the humanities, this book cannot claim to deal exhaustively with every aspect of its subject. The main concern is to set out the basic means of interpretation, and at the same time to describe actual research practices. The text is structured so that more strictly theoretical passages alternate with case studies, the choice of which reflect both personal preferences and the focus of my own research, hopefully to the reader's benefit. It seemed to me necessary to interpret the succinct title Interpreting the Images of Greek Myths in the broader sense of 'ancient images of Greek myths'. Not only is the tendency to make a strict distinction between Greek and Roman art somewhat artificial, but in this special instance there is the added factor that Roman sarcophagi testify to a vigorous engagement with the subject-matter of Greek myth, and that research into this particular group of monuments continually provides substantial methodological impulses that further our understanding of earlier images of Greek myth.
The book is divided into six chapters, which to a certain extent build upon each other and are also linked by cross-references; each can, however, also be read on its own. The case study presented in the first chapter is designed to highlight the potential, but also the problems, of interpreting mythological images. Next, defining 'myth' and 'mythological image' involves raising the fundamental question of how exactly mythical narratives were given visual form in Classical antiquity. The third chapter changes perspective by giving a brief historical outline of the shaping of myths in language and in image, while the fourth is devoted to the most important types of monument and their historical setting. The 'methodology' chapter is divided into a shorter first part, which explains the hermeneutic theory of images, and a longer second part which uses a complex case study to demonstrate its application. The sixth and final chapter looks at the possible results of
